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“Primary Care Naturally”

Small Intestine Bacterial Overgrowth: Cause of IBS found!
By Dr. Olivia Franks, ND, CTT
It is estimated that IBS affects between 25-45 million people in the US. A recent study in the
prestigious Journal of The American Medical Association (JAMA) has found that overgrowth of
normal bacteria was at the root of 84% of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) cases i. This
overgrowth that happens in the small intestines (not the stomach or the colon) has been labeled
small intestine bacterial overgrowth or SIBO. It will not show up on endoscopy, colonoscopy or
even stool tests. It is also implicated as the cause of fibromyalgia, and is associated with
rosacea, lactose intolerance, thyroid disease and even Celiac disease.iiiiiivv
Symptoms of SIBO include bloating, abdominal pain, diarrhea, constipation, heartburn and
nausea. And can also include global symptoms like joint pain, headache, skin, brain or mood
symptoms. Malabsorption of fats and iron – leading to mild anemia is common.
Diagnosis can be done by at home breath tests or biopsies of the small intestine. It will not show
up on endoscopy, colonoscopy or even stool tests.
Treatment for this usually involves either antibiotic herbs or pharmaceutical antibiotics along
with probiotics (healthy flora) and sometimes prebiotics (food for the healthy flora).
Optimizing stomach and pancreatic function is often the key to preventing reinfection.
In my practice, I have found that identifying and treating this in my patients has produced
remarkable results! Can you imagine having severe bloating every day? Having seen
specialists and MD’s, and is some cases other ND’s without any relief? In most cases relief
comes within a few days of starting treatment. Nothing is more rewarding than finding the
solution to someone’s health problems!
If you or someone you know has been suffering with IBS for too long please call the clinic to
schedule your appointment today. Relief and return to wellness may be just around the corner.
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